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The growth in the use of sensor technology has led to the demand for image fusion: signal processing
techniques that can combine information received from different sensors into a single composite image
in an efficient and reliable manner. This book brings together classical and modern algorithms and
design architectures, demonstrating through applications how these can be implemented. Image Fusion:
Algorithms and Applications provides a representative collection of the recent advances in research and
development in the field of image fusion, demonstrating both spatial domain and transform domain
fusion methods including Bayesian methods, statistical approaches, ICA and wavelet domain
techniques. It also includes valuable material on image mosaics, remote sensing applications and
performance evaluation. This book will be an invaluable resource to R&D engineers, academic
researchers and system developers requiring the most up-to-date and complete information on image
fusion algorithms, design architectures and applications. Combines theory and practice to create a
unique point of reference Contains contributions from leading experts in this rapidly-developing field
Demonstrates potential uses in military, medical and civilian areas
This six volume set LNCS 11063 – 11068 constitutes the thoroughly refereed conference proceedings of
the 4th International Conference on Cloud Computing and Security, ICCCS 2018, held in Haikou,
China, in June 2018. The 386 full papers of these six volumes were carefully reviewed and selected from
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1743 submissions. The papers cover ideas and achievements in the theory and practice of all areas of
inventive systems which includes control, artificial intelligence, automation systems, computing
systems, electrical and informative systems. The six volumes are arranged according to the subject areas
as follows: cloud computing, cloud security, encryption, information hiding, IoT security, multimedia
forensics.
“A perfect world begins with perfect humans.” X to The Nth is the story of Dr. Cain Wyczthack III
(WICH-thak), President and CEO of the Engenechem Corporation, and his trusted partner, Dr. Alan
White. Together, the two have worked for decades and spent billions of dollars to engineer and create a
perfect, highly intelligent, genetically pure slave-labor force that's sustainable, easily replaceable...and
untraceable. Evan Armada Nine and Chloe Rover Seven are only two of thousands of clones who work
diligently behind the scenes to advance Cain’s agenda and complete his top-secret projects. Although
extreme measures are taken to ensure the female clones are kept isolated from their male counterparts,
Dr. Wyczthack insists on tracking their every move with motion and sound sensitive video cameras and
RFID chips embedded in their shoulders. However, destiny will intercede and see to it that Chloe and
Armada’s paths intersect. What is the mysterious entity that suddenly appears and leads Armada to
Chloe? Why does the powerful presence want to help the couple break away from their masters? If they
can manage to elude Engenechem's surveillance and tracking systems, where will the pair flee to? After
a hurried and daring escape attempt, the runaways discover Cain’s plans for the destruction of Earth and
annihilation of its inhabitants, including the army of clones. To ensure that only the strong and
genetically pure will survive a thermonuclear ‘New Genesis’, Engenechem, with the aid and
contribution of the largest corporations and governments of the world, builds orbital stations,
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subterranean bunkers and storage warehouses, a space elevator, satellite hunters, and positional, spacebased missile silos. The duo comes to the sad realization that they and the rest of the clones were created
for the sole purpose of constructing the artificial environments that will house Dr. Wyczthack’s handselected survivors of his global, atomic genocide. Will the love-struck clones successfully stop the
launch of hundreds of nuclear missiles? Can Armada and Chloe avoid detection long enough to make a
clean getaway from Engenechem’s military fortress?
Scalability is an important desirable property of video codecs. The popularity of multimedia applications
demands support for different receivers that operate at different bit rates, resolution and complexity. This
mandates the need for a scalable video coder with high compression efficiency. Another major
requirement is the end-to-end delay for compression and decompression of video. The delay introduced
by the coding operation should be less for applications like conversational services, tele-conferencing
and video monitoring systems. Wavelet based coding has received considerable attention in the past few
years and has the very best coding efficiency in image coders. Wavelet transform of a signal provides a
multiresolution/multifrequency representation in both the spatial and frequency domains which makes it
an ideal candidate for image and video coding. Wavelet based coding is now becoming a powerful
coding option for video both in traditional predictive feedback (closed loop) schemes and in threedimensional (open loop) methods. Based on previous research in the area of traditional hybrid coding
and wavelet-based video coding, we explored the various challenges faced by the hybrid model and the
closed loop coding schemes under various scenarios. The goal of this work is to design efficient and
innovative solutions to overcome the challenges faced by wavelet based video coding. Three major
challenges: drift control, end-to-end delay and quality fluctuation has been addressed and solutions have
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been developed. The following topics were explored in detail: (1) Controlling drift in Type I (closed
loop) Video coding system. (2) Reducing encoding and decoding delay in Type II (open loop) Video
Coding system. (3) Controlling erratic variation in video quality in Type II Video coding system. A
detail analysis, mathematical solutions are provided on these topics and conclusions are drawn using
experimental results.

What role did sexual assault play in the conquest of America? How did American attitudes toward
female sexuality evolve, and how was sexuality regulated in the early Republic? Sex and sexuality have
always been the subject of much attention, both scholarly and popular. Yet, accounts of the early years
of the United States tend to overlook the importance of their influence on the shaping of American
culture. Sex and Sexuality in Early America addresses this neglected topic with original research
covering a wide spectrum, from sexual behavior to sexual perceptions and imagery. Focusing on the
period between the initial contact of Europeans and Native Americans up to 1800, the essays encompass
all of colonial North America, including the Caribbean and Spanish territories. Challenging previous
assumptions, these essays address such topics as rape as a tool of conquest; perceptions and responses to
Native American sexuality; fornication, bastardy, celibacy, and religion in colonial New England;
gendered speech in captivity narratives; representations of masculinity in eighteenth- century seduction
tales, the sexual cosmos of a southern planter, and sexual transgression and madness in early American
fiction. The contributors include Stephanie Wood, Gordon Sayre, Steven Neuwirth, Else L. Hambleton,
Erik R. Seeman, Richard Godbeer, Trevor Burnard, Natalie A. Zacek, Wayne Bodle, Heather Smyth,
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Rodney Hessinger, and Karen A. Weyler.
China today is sexually (and in many other ways) a very repressive so ciety, yet ancient China was very
different. Some of the earliest surviving literature of China is devoted to discussions of sexual topics,
and the sexual implications of the Ym and Yang theories common in ancient China continue to influence
Tantric and esoteric sexual practices today far dis tant from their Chinese origins. In recent years, a
number of books have been written exploring the history of sexual practices and ideas in China, but
most have ended the discussion with ancient China and have not continued up to the present time. Fang
Fu Ruan first surveys the ancient assumptions and beliefs, then carries the story to present-day China
with brief descriptions of homosexuality, lesbianism, transvestism, transsexualism, and prostitution, and
ends with a chapter on changing attitudes toward sex in China today. Dr. Ruan is well qualified to give
such an overview. Until he left China in the 1980s, he was a leader in attempting to change the
repressive attitudes of the government toward human sexuality. He wrote a best selling book on sex in
China, and had written to and corresponded with a number of people in China who considered him as
confidant and ad visor about their sex problems. A physician and medical historian, Dr. Ruan's doctoral
dissertation was a study of the history of sex in China.
A book about changing times, changing technology, and changing diapers. Teenage fandom and
creativity led to a life working in the media. And then that took a back seat to growing up and being
Dad. This book collects choice cuts from Earl Green's long-running blog, Scribblings From The Public
Restroom Stalls Of The Gods, and juicy morsels and tidbits from his disturbingly long-running, selfpublished 'zine, all contained in one handy volume, waiting...watching...biding its time until it can attack
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again. (Wait, this sales pitch needs a rethink. When's the deadline again? ...oh.)
Includes instructions on research, idea development, casting, filming, directing, editing, and other
aspects of producing a video
Inspired by and responding to Jack Kerouac’s Dharma Bums, this memoir details the psychological and
spiritual triumph over severe psychological difficulties caused by a series of traumas endured in the
Peace Corps in West Africa in 1978. Surveying the spiritual landscape of America through the seventies
to the present in Zen, Tibetan Buddhist, New Age and Christian movements, this memoir describes the
journey of author Philip A. Bralich’s life, beginning as a twenty-something, leftist, married, seventies
idealist in the Peace Corps in West Africa, through an accident in the bush that cost his wife her life and
himself much of the use of he left leg, and through the growing and debilitating psychological
difficulties that were finally resolved through wide reading and personal experience of many of the
spiritual and psychological movements of those four decades. The book commences in West Africa in
1978 but also goes back to as early as 1973, just four years after Jack Kerouac died.
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